Knowledge Utilization Colloquium 2010
June 10 – 11, 2010
 Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada

Day 1: Thursday, June 10, 2010

11:00 – 13:00  Evaluating context using different lenses

AIMS
1. To explore different approaches to evaluating context in KT/implementation research
2. To encourage international collaboration(s) around the evaluation of context that advance the science

11:00–11:15  Introduction and overview of the session
   • How this session builds on the KU09 context session
   • What we hope to gain from this session
   • How the session will work
   Jo Rycroft Malone

11:15–11:45  Short (5 min. max) presentations that highlight the practical and/or methodological challenges of measuring or evaluating context as experienced by each presenter, and how these are being addressed.
   (One page summaries e-mailed with KU program)
   □ Brendan McCormack
   □ Carole Estabrooks & Janet Squires
   □ Georges Potworowski
   □ Chris Burton
   □ Christian Helfrich

11:45–12:40  Smaller group discussion led by each presenter
   • Each presenter will lead smaller group discussions about the issues and challenges presented and their resonance with KU participants.
   • KU participants will have the opportunity to ‘visit’ 2 groups in the time available (25 minutes discussion in each group)
   (would be helpful to have a note taker for the group discussions)

12:40–13:00  General feedback of group discussions
   Where to now – Looking forward to KU11
   Jo Rycroft Malone